Abbe Fam: 929.2/Ab19a

Abbe Gen: 929.2/Ab19w

Abbey Mem: 929.2/Ab19

Abbot Geo: 929.2/Ab28a
Descendants of George Abbott of Rowley, Massachusetts [et al.] by Lemuel Abijah Abbot. 1906. (2v.)

Abbot Reg: 929.2/Ab23a
Genealogical register of the descendants of George Abbot of Andover [et al.] by Abiel Abbot, Boston, 1947. (20, 197p.)

Abeel Fam: 929.2/Ab331w
Abeel and allied families by Henry Whittemore. New York, 1899. (24p.)

Achenbach Mem: 929.2/Ac4534h
Family memorial of John Phillip Achenbach and descendants by Sarah Jane (Kline) Houtz, Topeka, 189- (39p)

Adams Fam: 929.2/Ad13w

Adams Gen: 929.2/Ad13a

Adams Henry: 929.2/Ad1012f
Ancestry of Henry Adams of Braintree, New England by Hiram Francis Fairbanks, Milwaukee, 1901. (19p)

Adams James: 929.2/Ad14a

Adams Jeremy: 929.2/Ad144a

Adams Phinehas: 929.2/Ad1011d

Adams Robt: 929.2/Ad16ad
Genealogy and history of part of the Newbury Adams fam, descendants of Robt. Adams by I. Smith Adams, Calais, Maine, 1895. (61p.)

Adams Thom: 929.2/Ad18a
History of the Thomas Adams and Thomas Hastings families of Amherst, Massachusetts by Herbert Baxter Adams. Amherst, Massachusetts, 1880. (66p.)

AdamsCoPa, 1886: 974.801/C91his
History of Cumberland and Adams Counties, Pennsylvania. Chicago, 1886. (132, 588, 516p.)
Adams-Evarts: 929.2/Ad165a

Ainsworth Fam: 929.2/Ai66p
Genealogy of the Ainsworth families in America by Francis Jewett Parker. Boston, 1894. (212p.)

Alden Gen: 929.2/AL22a
Descendants of Polly and Ebenezer Alden, [who were sixth in descent from John Alden, the pilgrim] by Ebenezer Alden. Boston, 1903. (101p.)

Alden John: 929.2/AL24aL
Memorial of the descendants of [Honorable] John Alden by Ebenezer Alden. Randolph, Ms, 1867. (164p.)

Alexander Recds: 929.2/AL25807c
Alexander family records by William Montgomery Clemens New York, 1914. (20p.)

Allan John: 929.2/AL476a

Allen Geo: microcard
Genealogy of the Allen family by William Allen. Farmington, Maine, 1882. (31p)

Allen Edw: 929.2/AL5035a
Allen memorial, first series, descendants of Edward Allen of Nantucket, Massachusetts by Orrin Peer Allen. Palmer, Massachusetts 1905. (123p.)

Allen Ellis: 929.2/AL5037a
Genealogical sketches of the Allen family of Medfield by Joseph Allen. Boston, 1869. (88p.)

Allen Nath: 929.2/AL515s
Genealogical history of the Allen family and some of their connections by Mrs. Francis M. Stoddard. Boston, 1891. (135p)

Allen, of Conn: 929.2/AL525am
Genealogy of Samuel Allen of Windsor, Connecticut and [some of his] descendants by Willard Spencer Allen. Boston, 1876. (76p.)

Allen, of: 929.2/AL5256p
Genealogy of the Allen family of Manchester, Massachusetts et al. by George Henry Allen. Boston, 1898. (76p)

Allen, Phinehas: 929.2/AL516a

Allen, Sam: 929.2/AL525am
Genealogy of Samuel Allen of Windsor, Connecticut and [some of his] descendants by Willard Spencer Allen. Boston, 1876. (76p.)

Allen, Walt, Sup: 929.2/AL5255be
Walter Allen by Allen Herbert Bent. 1900. (8p.)

Allen, Walt: 929.2/AL5255b
Walter Allen of Newbury, Massachusetts, [1640, and some of his] descendants [with a few notes on the Allen family in general]

Allen-Witter: 929.2/AL525a
Genealogy of the Allen-Witter families by Asa W. Allen. Salem, 1872. (251p.)
Babcock, Isaiah:  929.2/B114b
Isaiah Babcock, Sr. and descendants by A. Emerson Babcock. New York, 1903. (119p. -- bound with "Babcock Gen.")

Babson Gen:  929.2/B119c
Babson genealogy 1637-1930 by George Walter Chamberlain. Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts, 1934. (104p.)

Bacon Allied:  929.2/B131b
Bacon and allied families: a family directory; [truly a cross section of America, plus families in Scotland, England, Canada, Hawaii, and Alaska.] Culver City, California, 1958. (370p.)

Badger, Giles:  929.2/B142b
Giles Badger and descendants by J ohn Cogshell Badger. Manchester, New Hampshire, 1909. (64p.)

Bailey Anc:  929.2/B15112b
Ancestry of Stuart Meade Bailey by Brenda Bond Bailey. n.p. [196?] (36p.)

Bailey, Gen:  929.2/B153b
Bailey genealogy: James John, and Thomas, and [their] descendants by Hollis R. Bailey. Somerville, Massachusetts, 1899. (479p.)

Baker Des:  929.2/B175b
Genealogical record [Rev.] Nicholas Baker (1610-1678) and [his] descendants by Fred A. Baker. Detroit, 1917. (147p.)

Baker, Mary, Anc:  929.2/B17533c
Ancestry of Mary Baker Eddy by William Montgomery Clemens. Pompton Lakes, New Jersey, 1924. (44p.)

Balch Gen:  929.2/B1888b
Genealogy of the Balch families [in America] by Galusha B. Balch. Salem, 1897. (22, 553p.)

Baldwin Gen:  929.2/B19261b
Baldwin genealogy from 1500-1881 by Charles Candee Baldwin. Cleveland, 1881. (974p.)

Baldwin, Aaron:  929.2/B193b

Banks, of Mo:  929.2/B226b
Banks family by Jane Pritchett Banks. Columbia, Missouri, 1908. (74p.)

Barber, Edw:  929.2/B23241m
Record of ancestry and descendants of Edward Barber and wife, Phebe Tillinghast, of Hopkinton, Rhode Island, by Dorcas Waite Matteson, Wickford, Rhode Island, 1892. (80p.)

Barker Gen:  929.2/B2424p

Barney, Josh:  929.2/B266a
Commodore Joshua Barney: [many interesting facts connected with the life... material relating to Commodore Barney's] ancestors and descendants by William Frederick Adams. Springfield, Ms, 1912. (228p.)

Barney-Hosmer:  929.2/B265a
Barney, Barney, 1634-Hosmer, 1635 by William Frederick Adams. Springfield, Massachusetts, 1912. (133p.)
Barnhart Fam:
Genealogical sketch of the family of Jeremiah Barnhart by John H. Barnhart. Middletown, Connecticut, 1891. (8p.)

Barnstable, Ms,
974.402/B26o v.1
Genealogical notes of Barnstable families, being a reprint of the Amos Otis Papers. Barnstable, Massachusetts, 1888. (v.1)

Bartlett, J ohn:
929.2/B2829b
Bartletts: [ancestral, genealogical, biographical, historical] ... with [special] reference to the descendants of John Bartlett, of Weymouth and Cumberland

Bartlett, Jos:
929.2/B283h
Genealogy of [the descendants of Joseph Bartlett of Newton, Massachusetts. by Aldis Everard Hibner. Rutland, Vermont, 1934. (11, 291, 78p.)

Bates, Edw:
929.2/B318b

Batt-Biley:
929.2/B3216L
English ancestry [of the families] of Batt and Biley by James Henry Lea. Boston, 1897. (28p.)

Baxter Fam:
929.2/B33401b
Baxter family: descendants of George and Thomas Baxter, of Westchester County, New York, [as well as some West Virginia and South Carolina lines]

Beckwith Fam:
929.2/B3898b
Beckwiths by Paul Edmond Beckwith. Albany, 1891. (384p.)

Belding, Rich:
929.2/B4108w

Bellows Gen:
929.2/B417p
Bellows genealogy, or John Bellows, [the boy emigrant of 1635 and his descendants] by Thomas Bellows Peck. Keene, New Hampshire, 1898. (17,657p.)

Benadum Fam:
G&L/H856 (fiche)
The Benadum, Benedum, Bennethum fam. by Malcolm K. Benadum. Columbos, Oh. 1955. (137p.)

Benjamin Fam:
929.2/B436ba

Bennett Allied:
929.2/B373ba
Bennett and allied families: addenda to Bullard and allied famies. by Edgar J. Bullard. Detroit, 1931. (37p.)

Bennett Fam:
929.2/B439b
Bennett family 1628-1910 by Edgar B. Bennett. East Berlin, Ct, 1910. (50p.)

Benson, Jacob
929.2/B443b

Benson, John:
929.2/B4433b

Benton, Caleb:
929.2/B447b
Bergen, Hans: 929.2/B449b
Bergen family, [or], the descendants of Hans Hansen Bergen, [one of the early settlers of] New York [and Brooklyn, Long Island, with notes on the genealogy of some of the branches....] by Teunis G. Bergen. Albany, 1876. (658p.)

Bertolet Fam: 929.2/B462b
Genealogical history of the Bertolet family: [the] descendants of Jean Bertolet by Daniel Heberling Bertolet. Harrisburg, 1914. (260p.)

Bievier Fam: 929.2/B4677b

Bicknell Fam: 929.2/B47b
History and genealogy of the Bicknell fam. and some collateral lines [of Normandy, Great Britain and America. Comprising some ancestors and many descendants of Zachary Bicknell] by Thomas Williams Bicknell. Providence, Rhode Island. 1913. (36,584p.)

Bingham, Oliver: 929.2/B513bi
Bingham genealogy by Charles Darwin Bingham. Watertown, NY, 1917. (12p.)

Binney Fam: 929.2/B515b

Bisbee Recds: 929.2/B541
Family records of some of the descendants (sic) of Thomas Besbedge (Bisbee) of Scituate, Massachusetts by William B. Lapham. Augusta, Maine, 1876. (48p.)

Bittinger, Bedinger: 929.2/B5474b
Bittinger and Bedinger families descendants of Adam Budinger by Lucy Forney Bittinger, n.d., n.p. (63p.)

Blackmore Fam: 929.2/B56601s

Blodgett, Seth: 929.2/B6211
Seth Blodgett (of Brooksville, Maine) 1747-1817, his ancestors and descendants by Grace Limeburner. Rutland, Vermont, 1933. (89p.)

Blood-Hicks: 929.2/B62301t
Addenda to genealogical record of descendants of Richard Blood-Baptist Hicks and allied families by Grace Cabot Blodd Toler. Mounds, Illinois, 1912. (14, 31p.)

Boardman Gen: 929.2/B639g

Bolton Ct ViR: 974.602/B639v

Bolton, Peter: 929.2/B6339b

Booth, of Ct: 929.2/B6439b
Genealogy of the Booth family [in England and the United States; ... pedigrees of the English line,] and of the descendants of Richard Booth of Connecticut by Walter Sherman Booth. Minneapolis, 1892. (25p.)

Bowen, Barb: 929.2/B67102b
American ancestry; [American ancestors] of Barbara Evelyn Bowen by Harold King Bowen. Osceola, Missouri, 1944. (12p.)

Bowlsby Mem:
In memoriam, Dr. William H. Bowlsby, 1828-1902
Boyer Fam: 929.2/B695b
American Boyers by Charles C. Boyer. Allentown, Pa, 1940. (663p.)

Brackett Gen: 929.2/B725b
Brackett genealogy: descendants of Anthony Brackett of Portsmouth [and Captain Richard Brackett of Braintree with biographies of the immigrant fathers, their sons, and others of their posterity] by Herbert I. Brackett. Washinton, DC. 1907.

Brainerd Gen: 929.2/B731f
Genealogy of the Brainerd family [in the United States, with numerous sketches of individuals] by David D. Field. New York, 1857. (303p.)

Braintree, Vt. Hist: 974.302/B73b
History of Braintree, Vermont, [including a memorial of families that have resided in town] by H. Royce Bass. Rutland, Vermont 1883. (208p.)

Brewster Gen: 929.2/B759j

Brewster Ms VIR: 974.402/B75v

Bridge, John: 929.2/B764b
Genealogy of the John Bridge family [in America, 1632-1924] by William Dawson Bridge, Cambridge, Ms, 1924. (57,574p.)

Brinckerhoff, of: 929.2/B7716b
Family of Joris Dircksen Brinckerhoff [1638] by Richard Brinckerhoff New York, 1887. (188p.)

Brinton Gen: 929.2/B772s

Bromley Gen: 929.2/B7866b

Bromson-Box: 929.2/B788m
Bromson and Box families by Lucius Bolles Marsh. Lynn, Massachusetts, 1902. (19,313p.)

Brossman Corres: 929.2/Um15b

Brown Gen: 929.2/B815b

Brown, Edw: 929.2/B812909t
Genealogical data concerning the family of Captain Edward Brown of Newbury, Massachusetts. Millis, Massachusetts, 1913. (30p.)

Brown, John 929.2/B8138w
Some Brown genealogy; [being] some [of the] descendants of John Brown, [one of the early settlers] of Reading, Massachusetts by Charles Carroll Whitney. New York, 1897. (32p.)

Brown, of Va: 929.2/B816b
Genealogy of the Brown family of Prince William County, Virginia [and the following group of families allied by marriage, Bland, Buckner, Byrne, Fairfax, Morgan, Tebbs, Watson, Zinn and others] by James Edgar Brown. Strasburg, Va, 1930. (33, 874p.)

Brown, Rasselas: 929.2/B8113b
Genealogy of Rasselas Wilcox Brown and Mary Potter Brownell Brown, [their descendants and ancestral [lines]. 1921. (139p.)
Browne, Chad:
974/N42na Jan&Sept 1926
Chad Browne of Providence, Rhode Island and four generations of his descent by William B. Browne. Boston, 1926. (31p.)

Browne, John:
929.2/B81369b

Brownell, Veranus:
929.2/B819r
Ancestors and descendants of Veranus Brownell, [itinerant Methodist preacher] by Lowell Lincoln Rogers. Webster, NY, n.d. (173p.)

Bucks Friends:
974.801/B85r
Early Friends families of upper Bucks, with some account of their descendants by Clarence Vernon Roberts. Philadelphia, 1925. (10, 680p.)

Bullard, Other:
929.2/B873baa
Other Bullards, a genealogy, supplementary to Bullard and allied families by Edgar J. Bullard. Port Austin, Michigan, 1928. (75, 11p.)

Burlington Ms ViR:
974.402/B925v
Vital records of Burlington, Massachusetts, to the year 1850 compiled by Thosmas W. Baldwin. Boston, 1915. (100p.)

Butler of Ct:
929.2/B974b
Butler family of Lebanon, Connecticut; an account of the ancestry and descendants of Patrick Butler and Mercy Bartlett by Bryant Ormond Butler. Rutland, Vermont. 1934. (149p.)

Caldwell Recds:
929.2/C126c
Caldwell records: John and Sarah (Dillingham) Caldwell of Ipswich, Massachusetts and [their] descendants by Augustine Caldwell. Boston, 1873. (80p.)

Caldwell, Wm:
929.2/C127c

CambridgeMs FiChR:
974.402/C14f

Canton Ms ViR:
974.402/C16c
Record of births, marriages [and deaths and intentions of marriage, in... Stoughton from 1727 to 1800, and in...] Canton [from 1797-1845, ...the South precinct of Dorchester from 1715 to 1727] edited by Frederic Endicott. Canton, Massachusetts. 1896.

Capen, of Ms:
929.2/C171h
Capen family, descendants of Bernard Capen [of] Dorchester, Massachusetts by Charles Albert Hayden. Minneapolis, 1929. (312p.)

Carman Fam:
929.2/C211e

Carpenter Mem:
929.2/C227c
Genealogical history of the Rehoboth branch of the Carpenter family by Amos Bugbee Carpenter. Amherst, Massachusetts, 1898. (908p.)

Case, John:
929.2/C2653c

Chamberlain Ass'n:
929.2/C355ca 1906-7

Chamberlain, of Ms:
929.2/C35543h
Ancestry in the line of her father, of Adelia Chamberlain Hardin by William J. Hardin. Salem, 1907. (10, 46p.)
Champney Notice: 929.2/C3575w
Christian mother: [an] address, [delivered in the First Church, Brighton, Feb. 14, 1855, at the funeral of Mrs. Susanna (Park) Champney ...with... genealogical [notice of the Champney and Park families] by Frederic Augustus Whitney. Boston, 1855.

Chase, Champion: 929.2/C385chs
Genealogy of Champion Spaulding Chase, and Mary Sophronia Butterfield [his wife] by Champion Spaulding Chase. Albany, 1894. (19p.)

Chase-Kimball: 929.2/K56103
Genealogy of Charles [and his wife] and Edith Chase-Kimball. Burlington, Vermont. (16p.)

Chatfield, of Ct: 929.2/C39245

Chauncey Mem: 929.2/C3954f
Memorials of the Chaunceys, [including President Chauncy, his ancestors and descendants] by William Chauncey Fowler. Boston, 1858. (304p.)

Chesebrough Fam: 929.2/C4248w

Chittenden Fam: 929.2/C4487t

Church, of Ct: 929.2/C4753ch

Chute Gen: 929.2/C478ch
Genealogy and history of the Chute family [in America, with some account of the family in Great Britain and Ireland; with an account of forty] allied families by William E. Chute. Salem, 1894. (22, 216, 277p.)

Clafin Fam: 929.2/C515w

Clap, Roger: 974.402/B65cla
Roger Clap's memoirs by Sydney Strong. Seattle, n.d. (57p.)

Clark, Dan: 929.2/C542w

Clark, Farnham, 929.2/C5402d
Family records of George Clark, Zebadiah Farnham and Benjamin Durkee with their descendants by Katherine G. Dennis. Norwalk, Ohio, 1928. (52p.)

Clark, Hugh: 929.2/C553
Record of descendants of Hugh Clark of Watertown, Massachusetts by John Clark. Boston, 1866. (260p.)

Clark, John: 929.2/C554304k
John Clarke of Hartford and Saybrook, Connecticut and [some of his] descendants by Helen Marie Kyes. Parker, South Dakota, 1912. (14p.)

Clark, of Ct: 929.2/C5543g

Clark, Sam: 929.2/C556cl
History and genealogy of Samuel Clark, sr., and [his] descendants [from 1636-1892], 2d edition by Edgar W. Clark. St. Louis, 1892. (122p.)
Clarke, Nath:  
929.2/C5546  
Genealogy of the descendants of Nathaniel Clarke of Newbury, Massachusetts by George K. Clarke. Boston, 1883. (121p.)

Clarkson, of Pa:  
929.2/C561L  
Philadelphia branch of the Clarkson family by Frank Willing Leach. Philadelphia (?), 1912 (?). (19p.)

Cleveland Benj:  
929.2/C599cl  

Cleveland Fam:  
929.2/C599c  
Genealogy of Cleveland and Cleaveland families by Edmund James Cleveland, et al. Hartford, Ct, 1899. (3v.)

Clinton Ms Hist:  
974.402/C62f  

Coffin, of  
929.2/C6546c  
Coffin family: life of Tristram Coffyn of Nantucket, Massachusetts and descendants by Allen Coffin. Nantucket, 1881. (64p.)

Coit Fam:  
929.2/C667c  

Comoverers:  
929.2/C852c  
Certain Comeoverers by Henry Howland Crapo. New Bedford, Massachusetts, 1912. (2v.)

Converse, Keziah:  
929.2/C76901p  
Ancestral chart of Keziah (Converse) Reed wife of Jonathan Reed by Worrall D. Prescott, n.p., 1897. (9p.)

Converse, of Ms:  
929.2/C7696p  

Cook Recds:  
929.2/C771s  

Cornwall, of Ct:  
929.2/C815c  
William Cornwall and his descendants: [a genealogical history of the family of William Cornwall, one of the Puritan founders of New England... died in Middletown, Connecticut [...] by Edward E. Cornwall. New Haven, 1901. (178p.)

Corson Fams:  
929.2/C8165c  
Three hundred years with [the] Corson families in America by Orville Corson. Middletown, Ohio, 1939. (2v.)

Coventry Ct Vir:  
974.602/C83d  
Births, marriages, baptisms and deaths, [from the records of the town and churches] in Coventry, Connecticut, [1711-1844] by Susan Whitney Dimock. New York, 1897. (301p.)

CowetaCoGa:  
975.801/C83j  
Coweta county chronicles for one hundred years, with an account of the Indians from whom the land was acquired, and some historical papers relating to its acquisition by Georgia, with lineage pages by Mary Gibson Jones. Atlanta, Georgia, 1928. (14, 20,797p.)

Crandall Fam:  
929.2/C848c  

Crisler-David:  
929.2/D28dd  
Genealogy of Crisler-David families by Davis David. n.p., [1953?] (22+1p.)
Crosby, of Ms:  929.2/C8836c
Crosby family: Josiah Crosby, [Sarah Fitch ..] and [their] descendants. by Nathan Crosby. Lowell, Ms, 1877. (143p.)

CumberlandCoPa,  974.801/C91hi
History of Cumberland and Adams Counties, Pennsylvania. Chicago, 1886. (132, 588, 516p.)

Cunningham Des:  929.2/C916905c
[History of the] Cunningham family, descendants of John Cunningham [and his wife, Elizabeth, who emigrated to America from the Scotch settlement in the] North [of] Ireland [about the year 1748] by John Cunningham. Williamsport, Pa, 1930. (46p.)

Currier Gen:  929.2/C936c
Genealogy of Richard Currier of Salisbury [and Amesbury], Massachusetts [(1616--1686-7)] and [many of] his descendants by Harvey Lear Currier. [et al.] Newport, Vermont, 1910. (271p.)

Dane, John:  929.2/D199d
Declaration of [remarkable] providences in the course of my life: by John Dane [of Ipswich, 1682, to which is added] a pedigree [of the Dane family, and a few notes] by John Ward Dean. Boston, 1854. (16p.)

Daniel-Daniels:  929.2/D22704t

Darbee, Jedediah:  929.2/K566d

 Darling Fam:  929.2/D247701c
Darling family in America. New York, 1913. (31p.)

Darling Mem:  929.2/D2477d
Memorial to my honored kindred by Charles W. Darling. Utica, New York, 1888. (109p.)

Dart Gen:  929.2/D249407s

Dary, Lewis:  929.2/D2498d
Lewis Dary of Norton, Massachusetts, and [some of his] descendants by George Allen Dary. Boston, 1903. (25p.)

Davidson Gen:  929.2/D28101d
Davidson genealogy by George Graham Davidson. New York, 1927. (61p.)

Davis, John Calvin:  929.2/D2928s
History and genealogy of athe family of John Calvin Davis, [including allied branches] by Nellie Cadle Watson Sherman. [Peoria], Illinois 1944. (101, 16p.)

Davis, John:  929.2/D293d

Davis, of Northboro:  929.2/D2919e
Three generations of Northboro Davises [1781-1894] by John Davis Estabrook. Westboro, Massachusetts, 1908. (84p.)

Dayton-Tritton:  929.2/D33702d

Dean, of R.I.:  929.2/D3443d
Genealogy of the Dean family descended from Ezra Dean, of [Plainfield, Connecticut] and Cranston, Rhode Island. by Arthur D. Dean. Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1903. (149p.)
Dearborn Fam: 929.2/D3462g
Dearborns; a discourse commemorative of the [eightieth anniversary of the] occupation of Fort Dearborn, [and the first settlement at Chicago; read before the Chicago Historical Society, Tuesday, Dec. 18, 1883] by Daniel Goodwin. Chicago, 1884.

DeHaven Fam: 929.2/D366r

Del. Archives: 973.001/D37d
Delaware archives by Public Archives Commission of Delaware. Wilmington, 1911. (5v.)

Deming Gen: 929.2/D395ta
Deming family by S.V. Talcott. New York, 1912. (8p.)

Deming, John: 929.2/D3956d
Genealogy of the descendants of John Deming of Wethersfield, Connecticut by Judson Keith Deming. Dubuque, la, 1904. (694p.)

Denison, Patience: 929.2/D4198de
Descendants of Patience Dudley Denison by Albion Hale Brainard. 1908. (11p.)

Derby Gen: 929.2/D444b
Derby Genealogy: [being a record of the] descendants of Thomas Derby, of Stow, Massachusetts by Viola A. Derby Bromley. New York, 1905. (141p.)

Dewey, Geo: 929.2/D515de
Life of George Dewey, [rear admiral, U.S.N.;] and Dewey family history by Adelbert M. Dewey. Westfield, Massachusetts, 1898. (1117p.)

Dexter, of Ms: 929.2/D528d

Dillon, Arth: 929.2/D586a

Divall Fam:
Divall and related families of Grant County, Wisconsin: chart of ancestors and descendants of Albert Thomas Divall and Edith Belle Beetham. by Karl F. Steinhauer. Chigaco, 1948. (blueprinted chart)

Doak Fam: 975/Ar5n v.6
Notable Southern families Doak family by Janie Preston (Collup) French. Chattanooga, Tennessee, 1933. (98p.)

Dodge Gathering: 929.2/D6635f
Family gathering of the descendants of Mrs. Sarah Cleveland Dodge, [on her eightieth birth-day. November 7, 1860]. New York, 1861. (44p.)

Doe Des: 929.2/D67d
Descendants of Nicholas Doe by Elmer Ellsworth Doe. Orleans, Vermont, 1918. (375p.)

Douglas Ms Hist: 974.402/D74e

Drake Fam: 929.2/D7896d
Genealogical and biographical account of the family of Drake [in America] by Samuel Gardner Drake. Boston, 1845. (51p.)

Driggs Fam: 929.2/D832d
Driver Fam:  929.2/D833c
Driver family: [a genealogical memoir of the] descendants of Robert and Phebe Driver, of Lynn, Massachusetts by Harriet Ruth (Waters) Cooke. New York, 1889. (25, 531p.)

Dutchess-PutnamCo 974.701/D95his
Historical and genealogical record, Dutchess and Putnam Counties, New York. Poughkeepsie, 1912. (16, 467p.)

Dyar Gen:  929.2/D98794d
Preliminary genealogy of the Dyar family by Harrison Gray Dyar. Washington, 1903. (32p.)

Dyer Rec:  929.2/D988d
Some records of the Dyer family by Cornelia Joy-Dyar. New York, 1884. (130p.)

Dyer, Will:  929.2/D9881w

Earll-Sabin:  929.2/C771504w

Early Fam:  929.2/Ea76e

Earp Gen:  929.2/Ea7648s
Earp genealogy, Howard county, Maryland, mainly the descendants of James Earp, 1818-1892 by Wilmer Mackey Sanner [Baltimore, 1962] (20p.)

Eastman Fam:  929.2/Ea79r
History and genealogy of the Eastman family [of America: containing biographical sketches and genealogies of both males and females] by Guy S. Rix. Concord, New Hampshire, 1901. (2v.)

Edgerton Gen:  929.2/Ed36e

Edson, Josiah:  929.2/Ed79w
Several ancestral lines of Josiah Edson and his wife Sarah Pinney, [married at] Stafford, Connecticut, [July 1, 1779. with a full genealogical history of their descendants to the end of the nineteenth century] by Harriett Hyde Wills. Albany, 1901. (98p.)

Edwards, of N.J:  929.2/Ed9594e

Edwards, Tim:  929.2/Ed99e

Ela Fam:  929.2/EI11e
Genealogy of the Ela family, descendents of Israel Ela of Haverhill, Massachusetts by David Hough Ela. Manchester, Ct. 1897. (44p.)

Elderkin Gen:  929.2/EL2328w

Elkinton, of N.J:  929.2/EL526a
Elkinton family in England and America, being the ancestry and descendants of George Elkinton of Burlington County, New Jersey by Arthur Adams. Hartford, Ct. 1945. (48p.)
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Kirkpatrick, Abra: 929.2/K63652b
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Kitchel, Robt: 929.2/K6467k
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Rogers family in Georgetown, Maine by Josiah H. Drummond. 1897? (N.p.):

Rollins Rec: 929.2/R655r
Records of families of the name Rawlins or Rollins, [in the United States : In two parts] by John R. Rollins. Lawrence, Massachusetts, 1874. (17,348p.)

Roosevelt, Theo: 929.2/R67cl

Rowley, Moses: 929.2/R7975r
Descendants of Moses Rowley, Cape Cod, Massachusetts, about 1715: also descendants of George Warner, Wittenberg, Germany, born 1720 by H. S. Russell. Pittsfield, Massachusetts (n.d.) (54p.)

Royal Des: 929.11/RS2f
Families directly descended from all the royal families in Europe (1495 to 1932) [and Mayflower descendants] by Mrs. Elizabeth M. Leach Rixford. Burlington, Vermont, 1932. (175p.)

Roys Rec: 929.2/R816r

Russell, Abel: 929.2/R918ru
Ancestors and descendants of Abel Russell, revolutionary soldier from Westford, Massachusetts, and Fayette, (Starling Plantation) Maine by Arthur J. Russell. Minneapolis. 1922. (42p.)

Russell, Will: 929.2/R918r

Ryder Fam:
Ryder family of Putnam County, New York. Poughkeepsie, NY. 1911. (39p.)

Ryder, Azubah: 929.2/F8775r
Short sketch of the life of Mrs. Azubah Freeman Ryder, a centenarian by John H. Ryder. Boston, 1888. (44p.)

Ryder, Will: 929.2/R428h
Biography of William Henry Ryder (D.D.) by John Wesley Hanson. Boston, 1891. (14, 303p.)

Sabin, of Amer:
Sabin family of America by Anson Titus. Weymouth, Massachusetts, 1882. (7p.)

Sabine's Loyalists: 929.11/Sa1a
American loyalists; [or,] biographical sketches of adherents to the British crown in the war of the revolution; [alphabetically arranged; with a preliminary historical essay] by Lorenzo Sabine. Boston. 1847. (733p.)

Sadd Fam:
Gen. of the Sadd family 1674-1904. (23p.)
Sage, Jona: 929.2/Sa177sa
Jonathan Sage family; descendants of David Sage of Middletown, Connecticut by Harold Kenneth Sage. 1951. (94p.)

Salter, John: 929.2/Sa3701s

Sampson Fam: 929.2/Sa48s
Sampson family by Lilla E. (Briggs) Sampson. Baltimore. 1914. (238p.)

Sanders, John: 929.2/Sa87r
Genealogy: ancestors and descendants of John Sanders, Fort Covington, New York by George Rich. Cleveland, Ohio, 1922. (1, 542p.)

Sandford, Robt: 929.2/Sa567w
Robert Sandford and his wife Ann Adams Sandford, with some of their descendants, [1615-1930] by Josephine Sanford Ware. Rutland, Vermont, 1930? (3p., 85p.)

Sanford, of Ct:
Sanford family of Newton, Connecticut by William Atwater Sanford. New York, 1905? (160p.)

Sargent Gen: 929.2/Sa737sa
Sargent genealogy: Hugh Sargent, of Courteenhall, Northamptonshire and his descendants in England; William Sargent, of Malden, Massachusetts and his descendants in America by Aaron Sargent. Somerville, Massachusetts, 1895. (218p.)

Sargents, of N.E: 929.2/Sa731s
Early Sargents of New England by Winthrop Sargent. 1922. (53p.)

Savage, John, Sup: 929.2/Sa924s
Supplement, family of John Savage, of Middletown, Connecticut, 1652 by James Francis Savage. [1898] (29,42p.)

Savage, John: 929.2/Sa924s

Savage's Dict: 974/Sa9g
A genealogical dictionary of the first settlers of New England, showing three generations of those who came before May, 1692. by James Savage. Boston, 1861. (4v.)

Savory, Robt: 929.2/Sa936l

Sawyer, of N.H: 929.2/Sa9704s
Sawyer family of Hill, [New Hampshire: Betfield and Thomas Sawyer, their ancestry and posterity] by Roland D. Sawyer. Ware, Massachusetts, 1928. (16p.)

Sayward Fam: 929.2/Sa994s
Sayward family: [being the history and genealogy of] Henry Sayward of York, and his descendants, [with a brief account of other Saywards who settled in America] by Charles A. Sayward. Ipswich, Massachusetts, 1890. (177p.)

Scammon Fam: 929.2/Sca554g
Material for a genealogy of the Scammon family in Maine by Benjamin N. Goodale. Salem. 1892. (2p., 21p.)

Schuremann Gen: 929.2/Sh554w
Schureman genealogy by Richard Wynkoop. New York, 1889. (55p.)

Schwenkfelder: 974.8/B74g
Genealogical record of the Schwenkfelder families, [seekers of religious liberty who fled from Silesia to Saxony and thence to Pennsylvania in the years 1731-1737] Samuel Kriebel Brecht, editor. Pennsburg, Pennsylvania, 1923. (20, 1752p.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaw records, a memorial of Roger Shaw, 1594-1661</td>
<td>G2618 (929.2/Sh28f missing 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherman genealogy in the direct line from Thomas Sherman, I (1443-1493) through Rev. John Sherman, VII (1613-1685) to John Sherman, XII (1796-1869) and all his descendants by Charles Pomeroy Sherman. Atlantic City. 1922. (68p.)</td>
<td>929.2/Sh5602s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancestry of John Taylor Sherman and his descendants by Frank Dempster Sherman. New York. 1915. (57.2p.)</td>
<td>929.2/Sh5544s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of the town of Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, [from its settlement in] 1717 to 1829, with other matter [relating thereto] not before published, including an extensive family register by Andrew H. Ward. Boston, 1847. (508p.)</td>
<td>974.402/Sh85wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True and authentic register of persons still living, [by God's grace,] who [in the year 1709, under the wonderful providences of the Lord,] journeyed from Germany to America by Ulrich Simmendinger. St. Johnsville, NY. 1934. (20p.)</td>
<td>974.7/Si97t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sisson-Palmes and allied fams. biog and gen. by Agnes Palmes Sisson. Hartford, Connecticut, n.d. (24p.)</td>
<td>Sisson-Palmes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short history of the Slocums, Slocumbs and Slocombs of America, genealogical and biographical, [embracing eleven generations ...] 1637 to 1881 by Charles Elihu Slocum. Syracuse, New York, 1882. (643, 1p.)</td>
<td>929.2/S1534s, v.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogy of Consider Smith of New Bedford, Massachusetts, with notes on allied families of Mason and Thwing by Llewellyn Tarbox Smith. Boston. 1915. (26p.).</td>
<td>929.2/Sm55s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facts and fancies of family history by Elizabeth Eunice Smith Marcy, Evanston, Illinois, 1911. (160p.)</td>
<td>929.2/Sm5142m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete genealogy of the descendants of Matthew Smith of East Haddam, Connecticut, [with mention of his ancestors, 1637-1890] by Sophia (Smith) Martin. Rutland, Vermont, 1890. (269p.)</td>
<td>929.2/Sm62m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogy of the Smith family of Hatfield. (7p.)</td>
<td>Smith, of Hatfield:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock Smith family to the tenth generation by Valentine W. Smith. Jamacia, New York, 1884. (112p.)</td>
<td>929.2/Sm6141m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New edition of the record of the family of Roswell Smith and Roswell Smith, second of the family of Steel Smith of Farmington, Connecticut, Windsor, Vermont, and other localities by Henry E. Perkins. Washington, DC. 1921. (80p.)</td>
<td>929.2/Sm67pe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Smith-Blanchard: 929.2/Sm51p
Family gatherings relating to the Smith and Blanchard families, [with a memoir of the Rev. Elias Smith, pastor of Middleton, Massachusetts] by George Peabody. Danvers, Massachusetts, 1929. (14, 172p.)

Smith-Bryant: 929.2/Sm5026s
Charles Smith and Rachel Amy Bryant, [their] ancestors and descendants by Tenney Smith. Brattleboro, Vermont, 1938. (404p.)

Smith-Bull: 929.2/Sm504f
Ancestors of Hiram Smith and his wife Sarah Jane Bull, [compiled for their grand daughter May (Smith) Pfeifferby] by Jospehine C. Frost. Brooklyn, New York, 1927. (30p.)

Smith-Forshee: 929.2/Sm53s
Ancestors of Henry Montgomery Smith and Catherine Forshee, and their descendants [to the present time] by Annie Morrill Smith. Brooklyn, New York, 1921. (139p.)

Smith-Lewis: 929.2/Sm5107b
Smith, with collateral lines, Chipman, Divine, Huckins, Jones, Lewis [(Barnstable branch) and Mayflower connection: ancestral record of Frances Amelia (Smith) Lewis] by Harriet Southworth (Lewis) Barnes. Philadelphia. 1910. (51p.)

Smock Fam: 929.2/Sm72s
Genealogical notes on the Smock family in the United States, [from genealogical registers, local histories, church records, family records, state archives, and mss. in the possession of the compiler] by John C. Smock. Albany, New York, 1922. (47p.)

Southern Colonial 975/H22c
Colonial families of the southern states of America; [a history and genealogy of colonial families who settled in the colonies prior to the Revolution] by Stella Pickett Hardy. Baltimore. 1958. (643p.)

Southworth-Lewis: 929.2/So8766b
Southworth, with collateral lines : Buckingham, Collier, Kirtland, Pratt, Shipman, [ancestral record of Henry Martyn Lewis] by Harriet Southworth (Lewis) Barnes. Philadelphia, 1903. (50p.)

Sparrow Fam: 929.2/Sp268s
Genealogy of the Sparrow family, 1623-1871 by Sarah Sparrow. Boston. 1938. (14p.)

Speare Fam: 929.2/Sp314s
Speare family from 1642 : genealogical record of certain branches by Charles Leon Speare. Rutland, Vermont, 1938. (10,294p.)

Spelman Gen: 929.2/Sp32b

Spofford Fam: 929.2/Sp635p

Spofford, John: 929.2/Sp63s 2nd ed. 1869
Family record of the descendants of John Spofford: who emigrated from England to [America, and settled at Rowley, Essex County,] Massachusetts, in 1638 by Jeremiah Spofford. Haverhill, Massachusetts, 1851. (64p.)

Spooner, of Ms: 929.2/Sp66s
Records of William Spooner of Plymouth, Massachusetts, and his descendants, vol. 1 by Thomas Spooner, Cincinnati. 1883. (694p.)

Sprague Mem: 929.2/Sp74s
Memorial of the Sprague family […] with the family genealogy [and biographical sketches in notes] by Richard Soule. Boston. 1847. (12,191p.)

Sprague, of Ms: 929.2/Sp745p
Genealogy in part of the Sprague families in America: as descended from Edward Sprague of England, from 1614 to 1902 by Augustus B.R. Sprague. Worcester, Massachusetts, 1902. (32p.)

Stanton, Thom: 929.2/St272b
Staples, Wealtha: 929.2/St2728a
Staples, Wealtha Staples; [with records relating to some of the Berkley-Taunton, Massachusetts, families by William Frederick Adams. Springfield, Massachusetts, 1911. (70p.)

Starkweather-Staple 929.2/St279st

Stebbins, Sam: 929.2/St3104s
Genealogy of the family of Mr. Samuel Stebbins and Mrs. Hannah Stebbins, his wife, from the year 1707 to the year 1771 by Luke Stebbins. (This is an exact copy of what is believed to be the first...) Hartford, 1879. (11, 12, 31p.)

Stebbins-Whitlock: 929.2/St302w
Inquiry as to the heirs at law of Maria Stebbins, who died intestate, in New York, April 8th, 1875 by Andrew S. Wheeler, New York, 1880. (20p.)

Steinhauer Docs: 929.2/St357s
Steinhauer genealogy source documents, part I: Steinhauer lineage by Karl F. Steinhauer. Chicago. 1943. (32p.)

Steinhauer Fam: 929.2/St357st
[Chart of the] genealogical connections of the Steinhauer family of the United States, [originally from Lohnweiler (formerly Lohweyler) and other villages …] by Karl Frederick Steinhauer. Jacksonville, Florida, 1938. ( Folded blueprinted gen. chart.)

Sterling Gen: 929.2/St42s
Sterling genealogy by Albert Mack Sterling. New York. 1909. (2v.)

Stetson, Simeon: 929.2/St466st
Stetson family: [containing a short account of the family origin and a genealogical and biographical sketch of the] descendants of Simeon Stetson by Isaiah Kidder Stetson. Bangor, Maine, 1892. (90p.)

Stevens Fam: 929.2/St4765s
Genealogy of the Stevens family, from 1635 to 1891: [tracing the various branches from the early settlers in America] by Frederick S. Stevens. Bridgeport, Connecticut, 1891. (58p.)

Stevens-Fitz 929.2/St474s
Stevens genealogy, some descendants of the Fitz Stephen family in England and New England by Charles Ellis Stevens. New York, 1904. (92p.)

Stevenson, Thom: 929.2/St487s

Stiles, of Ky: 929.2/St52p
History of the Kentucky and Missouri Stiles: with a sketch of New Jersey and other kindred by LaFayette Stiles Pence. Lebanon, Kentucky, 1896. (45p.)

Stilwell, of N.Y. Sup: 929.2/St546stia
Supplement to the "History and genealogical record of one branch of the Stilwell family," published Sept. 1, 1914, by Lamont and Dewitt Stilwell by Dewitt Stilwell. Syracuse, New York, 1928. (12p.)

Stilwell, of N.Y: 929.2/St5465ti
History and genealogical record of one branch of the Stilwell family, September 1, 1914 by Dewitt Stilwell. Solvay, New York, 1914. (94p.)

Stoddard, John: 929.2/St64403p
John Stoddard of Wethersfield, Conn., and his descendants, 1642-1872 [a genealogy] by Williams Patterson, Succasunna, New Jersey, 1873. (94,16p.)

Stone, Gregory: 929.2/St72b

Stone, John: 929.2/St74
Family of John Stone, one of the first settlers of Guilford, Connecticut by William L. Stone. Albany. 1888. (184p.)
Stowe, Steph: 929.2/St784s
Ancestry and some of the descendants of Capt. Stephen Stowe of Milford, Connecticut by Nathan Stowe. 1924. (24p.)

Strassburger Fam: 929.2/St815
Strassburger family and allied families of Pennsylvania; [being the] ancestry of Jacob Andrew Strassburger, [esquire,] of Montgomery County, Pennsylvania by Ralph Beaver Strassburger. Gwynedd Valley, Pennsylvania, 1922. (520p.)

Streeter Des: 929.2/St83s

Stroud, Rich: 929.2/St8889l

Sturges, Solomon: 929.2/St96b
Solomon Sturges and his descendants; [a memoir and a genealogy] by Ebenezer Buckingham. New York. 1907. (84p.)

SuffolkCoNY Wills: 974.701/So2pe
Early Long Island wills of Suffolk county, 1691-1703, an unabridged copy of the manuscript volume known as "The Lester will book" by William Pelletreau. New York, 1897. (11, 9, 301p.)

Swift Fam: 929.2/Sw549s
Swift family, historical notes by Katharine Whitin Swift et al. Whitinsville, Massachusetts, 1955. (Viii, 170p.)

Taintor Fam: 929.2/T137t
Genealogy and history of the Taintor family, [from the period of their emigration from Wales, to the present time] by Charles Micaeli Taintor. Greenfield. 1847. (82p.)

Taylor Fam: 929.2/T2212t

Taylor, Jasper: 929.2/T215t

Teall Fam: 929.2/T222d
Teall genealogical records in England and America by Emma Elisabeth (Teall) Dunn. Los Angeles. 1926. (59p.)

Tefft Des: 929.2/T2306t
Partial record of the descendants of John Tefft, of Portsmouth, Rhode Island, and the nearly complete record of the descendants of John Tift, of Nassau, New York by Mrs. Maria Eliz. (Maxon) Tift, New York. 1896. (150p.)

Tenney Fam: 929.2/T257t
Tenney family, [or, the] descendants of Thomas Tenney of Rowley, Massachusetts, 1638-1904, revised with partial records of Prof. Jonathan Tenney by Martha Jane Tenney. Concord, New Hampshire, 1904. (691p.)

Terry Fam: 929.2/T2796t

Thatcher Gen: 929.2/T32901t

Thompson, Anth: 929.2/T37012t
History of the Thompson family, from 1637 to 1860 by Asa A. Thompson. Boston, 1927. (12p.)

Thorne, Will: 929.2/T392m
Threads of Anc: 929.2/R511m
Threads of ancestors: Telford, Ritchie, Mize by Leila Ritchie Mize. Athens, Georgia, 1956. (273p.)

Tilley Fam: 929.2/T4645t
Genealogy of the Tilley family by Risbrough Hammett Tilley. New Port, Rhode Island, 1878. (79p.)

Tirrell Fam: 929.2/T5194t
Genealogy of the Tirrell family of Weymouth, Massachusetts by Benjamin Tirrell. 1943. (33p.)

Townsend Notes: 929.2/T6663w
Notes on the Townsend family by Henry F. Waters. Salem, Massachusetts, 1883. (43p.)

Tracy Gen: 929.2/T674t
Tracy genealogy; being some of the descendents of Stephen Tracy of Plymouth colony, 1623 by Sherman Weld Tracy. Rutland, Vermont, 1936. (242p.)

Transcript: microfiche
Genealogical Column of the "Boston Transcript". 1906-1941.

Trego Fam: 929.2/T716s
Historical account of the Trego family by Abram T. Schertzer. Baltimore, 1884. (vi, 138p.)

Triplett Des: 929.2/T7369l

Trott Fam: 929.2/T756p
Genealogical and biographical record concerning Phebe (Reed) Trott and John Trott and all of their descendants to January 1, 1954 by Worrall Dumont Prescott. (n.p.) 1954. (235p.)

Trowbridge Gen: 929.2/T758t
Trowbridge genealogy: history of the Trowbridge family in America by Francis Bacon Trowbridge. New Haven, Connecticut, 1908. (848p.)

Trowbridge, Thom: 929.2/T758c
Trowbridge family, or the descendents of Thomas Trowbridge, one of the first settlers of New Haven, Connecticut by Frederick William Chapman. New Haven, Connecticut, 1872. (461p.)

Tucker Gen: 929.2/T797m
Tucker genealogy: a record of Gilbert Ruggles and Evelina Christina (Snyder) Tucker, their ancestors and descendants by Tyler Seymour Tucker. Chicago, 1901. (305p.)

Tyler Gen: 929.2/T791b
Tyler genealogy: the descendents of Job Tyler, of Andover, Massachusetts, 1619-170 by Willard Irving Tyler Brigham. 1912. (2v.)

Usher, Roland 929.2/Us3u
Memorial sketch of Roland Greene Usher, 1823-1895 to which is added a genealogy of the Usher family in New England from 1638 to 1895. [Boston] 1895. (160p.)

Utter, Nich: 929.2/Ut8w
Nicholas Utter of Westerly, Rhode Island, and a few of his descendents by Katharine M. Utter Waterman. Westerly, Rhode Island, 1941. (176p.)

Van Alstyne Des: 929.2/V2656v
Lambert Janse Van Alstyne and some of his descendents by Lawrence Van Alstyne. Amenia, New York, 1897. (124p.)

Van Benschoten: 929.2/V271v
Concerning the Van Bunschoten or Van Benschoten family in America: [a genealogy and brief history] by William Henry Van Benschoten. West Park-on-Hudson, New York, 1907. (60,813p.)
Van Deusen Manor: 929.2/V2876v
History and genealogy of the Van Deusens of Van Deusen Manor, Great Barrington, [Berkshire County,] Massachusetts by Louis Hasbrouck Sahler. Great Barrington, Massachusetts, 1890. (36p.)

Van Norden Fam: 929.2/V3386v
Van Norden family, [three hundred years in America,] 1623-1923 by Theodore Langdon Van Norden. South Salem, New York, 1923. (73p.)

Vassals, of N.E.: 929.2/V4457h
Vassals of New England [and their immediate descendants by Edward Doubleday Harris. Albany. 1862. (26p.)

Viets, John: 929.2/V679v
[Doctor] John Viets of Simsbury, Connecticut (1710) and his descendants by Francis H. Viets. Providence, 1879. (31,1p.)

Vogt Fam: 929.2/V86840tt
Vogts von Berg in Dusseldorf and America by Thomas Noxon Toomey. St. Louis, Missouri, 1921. (20p.)

Vt. Marriages: 974.3/V593
Vermont Marriages. Montpelier, Burlington, Berlin. Boston, Massachusetts 1903. (V.1.)

Waldo Gen: 929.2/W147h
Genealogy and biography of the Waldos of America from 1650 to 1883 by Joseph David Hall. Danielson, Connecticut, 1883. (134p.)

Wallbridge: 929.2/W14w

War 1812 Recds.: 973.34 C76AD
Record of service of Connecticut men in the War of 1812, Hartford, 1889. (169p.)

War Recds.: 973.001 N42R
Records of officers and men of New Jersey in wars 1791-1815 Trenton, NJ, 1909. (396p.)

Ward Fam: 929.2/W219w

Warren Gen:
Warren Genealogy by Theodore Warren. 1895. (n.p.)

Washburn, John: 929.2/W2733s

Webb, Will: 929.2/W383g
William Webb, September 19, 1746 - September 23, 1832; his war service from Long Island and Connecticut, [ancestry] and descendants by Richard H. Greene, New York. 1914. (14p.)

Webber Fam: 929.2/W385O
Genealogy of the Webber family from its first settlement in America to the present date by Mrs. E.F. Oughred. Freeville, New York, 1900. (13p.)
Webber, of Me: 929.2/W3857c

Webster, Thom: 929.2/W393wp
Genealogy of one branch of the Webster family from Thomas Webster of Ormesby, County Norfolk, England by Prentiss Webster. Lowell, Ms. 1894. (45p.)

Wellman Fam: 929.2/W461w
Descendants of Thom. Wellman of Lynn, Ms. by Josh. Wyman Wellman. Boston. 1918. (15,581p.)

Wells Cent:
Wells family centennial commemorating the 100th birthday of Daniel Honner Wells, Oct. 27, 1914, Salt Lake City. (by Junius Wells) (n.p., n.p.) (16p.)

Wells, of Utah:
Wells family genealogy by Junius F. Wells. (n.p., n.d.) (16p.)

Wells-Smith: 929.2/W46115g
Genealogy of the Wells family, and [also of] the Smith family: both of Hatfield, Masssachusetts. Northampton, Massachusetts, 1893. (8p.)

West Reg: 929.2/W5201s
West family register: important lines traced, 1326-1928 by Letta Brock Stone. Washington, DC. 1928. (11,493.)

WethersfieldCt CeR: 974.602/W532t

Wheeler Fam: 929.2/W568a
Genealogical and encyclopedic history of the Wheeler family in America (by Albert Gallatins Wheeler.) Boston. 1914. (18,127p.)

Wheeler, Jos: 929.2/W5645w
American ancestors of the children of Joseph and Daniella Wheeler [of whom we have records: earliest ancestors mentioned] by Joseph and Daniella Wheeler, Wheeler, Alaabama. (N.d.) (24p.)

Wheeler, Moses:
Moses Wheeler, 1802-1885. by Sadie L. Wheeler. (n.p.) 1929. (Blue print chart)

White-Clarke: 929.2/W58707w
Brief account of the families White and Clarke by James Clark White. Salem, Massachusetts. 1915. (37p.)

Whitehead, John: N.E. Hist and Gen. Register
John Whitehead, of New Haven and Branford, Connecticut by John Shepard. Boston. 1902. (7p.)

Whitin Fam: 929.2/W58868s

Whitman Des: 929.2/W593f
History of the descendants of John Whitman of Weymouth, Massachusetts by Charles H. Farnam. New Haven, Connecticut, 1889. (15,1246p.)

Whittemore Gen: 929.2/W598w
Genealogy of several branches of the Whittemore family, including the original Genealogy of several branches of the Whittemore family by Bernard B. Whittemore. Nashua, New Hampshire, 1893.

Wiard Fam: 929.2/W6306c
Wiard family by George Knapp Collins. Syracuse, NY, 1912. (61p.)
Wilcox-Medbery: 929.2/W6433w

Willcomb, of Ms: 929.2/W6635w
Genealogy of the Willcomb family of New England (1665-1902), [together with a condensed history of the town of Ipswich, Massachusetts] by Oliver Clifton Willcomb. Lynn, Massachusetts, 1902. (302p.)

Williams, of Ms: 929.2/W675wi

Wingate Fam: 929.2/W726w
History of the Wingate family in England and America, with genealogical tables by Charles E.L. Wingate. Exeter, New Hampshire, 1886. (292p.)

Winston, of Va: 929.2/W733t
Winston of Virginia, and allied families by Clayton Torrence. Richmond, Virginia, 1927. (14,477p.)

WoodstockCt Gen: 974.602/W863b

WoodstockCt Hist: 974.602/W863b

WoodstockCt ViR: 974.602/W863v
Vital records of Woodstock, 1686-1854. Hartford, 1914. (622p.)

Wyer, of Nantucket: 929.2/W973w

Wylie Gen: 929.2/W647501w
Wylie genealogy by Ernest Gray Wylie. St. Louis, Missouri, 1900. (32p.)

YorkCoPa, 1845: 974.801/Y8r
History of York County, Pennsylvania: [from one thousand seven hundred and nineteen to the present time; with an appendix, topography, and statistics] by Israel Daniel Rupp. Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1845. (525, 750p.)

YorkCoPa, 1886: 974.801/Y8g
History of York County, Pennsylvania: from the earliest period to the present time, divided into general, special, township and borough histories, with a biographical department appended by John Gibson. Chicago. 1886. (772, 207p.)

YorkCoPa, 1930: 974.801/Y8c
History of York County [from its erection to the present time; (1729-1834)] by Will C. Carter. Harrisburg, Pa. 1930. (16, 221p.)

Yowell Coll: 929.2/Y89y
Yowell; a genealogical collection by Clark S. Yowell. Somerville, New Jersey 1931. (96p.)

Zink Fam: 929.2/266k
Zink families in America, [including many of the Archer, Colglazier, Marshal, Martin, Perisho Seaton and Zimmerly families] by Dora Zink Kellogg. Omaha, Nebraska, 1933. (69p.)